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KEIO MEDIA DESIGN (KMD)
Graduate School of Media Design

GLOBAL EDUCATION
Global Education for Global Issues

DIGITAL KIDS
Enhancing children’s creativity
PROPOSE

GLOBAL EXPERIENCES FOR CHILDREN

Analyze and define guidelines to provide children a global experience, inspire them to the challenges of living in a global society.
BACKGROUND

New Technology x Communication
changing the way people communicate

Education’s new role?
Digital Youth project, MacArthur’s Foundation
BACKGROUND

over 200 million international migrants in the world\textsuperscript{*1}
migration x education

Where am I?
digital divide, dropout, lack of opportunities

\textsuperscript{*1} International Organization for Migration (IOM) website
what if?
GLOBAL KIDS ECLIPSE 2009

Promoting Science & Feeling Global
The world is connected.
Live images from Iwojima (Japan)
Live images from Iwojima (Japan)

KMD Hiyoshi Campus (Japan)

KMD SOI ASIA PARTNERS (overseas)

KMD SOI ASIA PARTNERS (overseas)

KMD Brazilian community in Gunma (Japan)
FINDINGS

SHARING
Time, space, contents.

NEW MEDIA
Important allies and new possibilities.

EXPERIENCE
Learn from their actions and reactions.
FINDINGS

HUMAN RESOURCES
Operator, facilitators.

MANUALS & FLEXIBILITY
Essential for synchronization and management
EXPECTED RESULTS

Components and Elements
for an effective program and deployment

Program design
easily and simply feasible, focused on global education

Communication channels
to reach as many as possible children around the world
Participating in this special lecture, I could interact with people around the world, we could see the total solar eclipse together and it was very exciting. I want to become a scientist in the future.
PEACE!
EXPERIMENTS

MEKONG KIDS
Mekong Festival 2009 @ Tokyo

Cultural Exchange
& New Media Communication
EXPERIMENTS

CONNECTING TO THE WORLD
~ Komadori Animation & International Exchange ~

Cultural Exchange
& Creativity